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ABSTRACT 
Let a positive integer n and an ordered n-tuple b = {ba, b~ ... . .  b~} of positive in- 
tegers be given. Let Go be the set of all bib2 ... bn possible choices of an ordered n-tuple 
a = {a l ,as  .....  an} of integers such that 0 ~< ai < b~, i = 1, 2 .....  n. Let T be the 
subset of Go consisting of those a satisfying the additional conditions 
ai ~z~ ay mod(bi ,  b~); i, ] -- 1, 2 . . . . .  n, i < j ;  
where (b~, b~) is the greatest common divisor of b~ and b~. Concepts from the most 
elementary portions of number theory, group theory, combinatorial analysis, and 
graph theory are used to develop a rule for determining the size of T. 
Let n be a fixed positive integer, let b = {bl, b2, ..., bn} be a fixed 
ordered n-tuple of positive integers, and let a = {al ,  a2, . . . ,  an} be a 
variable ordered n-tuple of integers uch that 0 ~ ai < b~, i = 1, 2 ..... n. 
Let Go be the set of all blb2 ... bn possible choices for a. With each com- 
ponent ai of each member a of Go associate the infinite arithmetic pro- 
gression 
Pi(aO ~-- {ai § hbi: h = O, 1, 2 . . . .  }. 
I f  i < j and the progressions Pi(aO and Pj(a~) associated with the 
* This work is a part of the author's Ph.D. dissertation (University of Florida, 1962) 
written under the direction of Professor John E. Maxfield, whose assistance and en- 
couragement are gratefully acknowledged. 
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components ai and aj of a have common members, a is said to exhibit 
the interference (i; j). Let T be the subset of Go consisting of those mem- 
bers a of Go which exhibit none of the n(n -- 1)/2 possible interferences. 
The problem undertaken is to develop a rule for evaluating the size ] T[ 
of the subset T. 
1. A generalization o f  the Chinese remainder theorem. Dickson [2, pp. 
57-64] traces the history of the problem of solving a system 
x~aimodml ,  x~asmodms ..... x~anmodmn (1) 
of simultaneous congruences in one unknown with different moduli, 
and suggests that the necessary and sufficient condition, stated in Theo- 
rem 1 below, for the existence of a solution was perhaps first formulated 
explicitly by Gauss. 
Following the usual conventions, we denote the greatest common 
divisor and least common multiple of a set {Cl, cs, ..., ok} of integers 
by (c~, cs,. . . ,  ck) and [c~, es ..... ck], respectively. In later sections, 
when the set of integers is in particular a subset of the set of components 
of b, we shall further abbreviate (bi, b s , ..., bz) as d( i j  ... z). 
THEOREM 1. A necessary and sufficient condition in order that the 
system (1) have a solution is that (mi, ms) divide ai - a s for every pair 
{i, j} ,  i ~= j. There is then just one solution in the interval 0 =< x < m, 
where 
m = [ml, m~ ,..., m~]. 
2. Application o f  the principle o f  inclusion and exclusion. Recalling that 
we restrict our attention to interferences (i; j)  with i < j, let 
N((il ; J l)  (is ; Js) ... (ira ; jra)) 
be the number of members a of Go that exhibit at least the interferences 
(il; Jl), (is; Js) . . . . .  (ira ; Jm) 
with respect o the fixed n-tuple 
b = {bl, b2, ..., bn}, 
where 1 <= m <= n(n -- 1)/2. 
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THEOREM 2. 
[ T [  = b~bz . . .  bn - -  N((1 ;  2))  - -  N( ( I ;  3)) . . . . .  N((n  - -  1; n))  
-k N((1; 2) (1; 3)) -k N((1; 2) (1; 4)) -k - - .  -b N((n -- 2; n) 
(n -- 1 ; n)) . . . .  (2) 
-~ (-- 1) n(n-1)/2 N((1 ; 2) (1; 3) . . .  (n -- 1 ; n)). 
PROOF: Theorem 2 is an immediate application of the principle of 
inclusion and exclusion in the form stated by Riordan [3, p. 51]. The 
objects to be classified are the blb2 . . .  bn members a of Go, and the 
properties which each such object may or may not exhibit are the 
n(n -- 1)/2 possible interferences (i ; j ) ,  i < j. 
3. Application of  group theory. We define an operation of addition 
in Go. 
DEFINITION. Let a 1 - -  {al  1, a21 . . . .  , an 1} and a2= {al 2, a2 2 ..... an z} be 
any two members of Go 9 Then their sum a 1 q- a 2 is defined as the unique 
ordered n-tuple a s - -  {al 3, a2 ~ ..... an ~} such that 
ai a~a i  1 q- ai ~modb i ,  0~a i  a<b i ;  i=  1,2 ..... n. 
THEOREM 3. Go is a finite Abelian group under the operation of addi- 
tion just defined. 
PROOF: Closure, and the associative, commutative, and cancellation 
laws are immediately verified. 
THEOREM 4. The subset K made up of  members a of  G O that exhibit 
at least the single specified interference (i ; j )  is a subgroup of  Go. 
PROOF: The defining condition for interference is equivalent o requir- 
ing the existence of an integer x satisfying simultaneously the congruen- 
ces 
x ~ ai rood b~, x ~ a~. mod b~. 
By Theorem 1, this condition is equivalent o the condition that d(ij) 
= (bi,  b~) divide a~-  a~, i.e., is equivalent to the condition that 
a~ ~ a~ rood d(ij). I f  two members of Go satisfy this condition, so does 
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their sum. Also the zero element of Go satisfies the condition. Therefore K
is a subgroup of Go. 
Now, in order to evaluate a term N(( i  1 ; J l )  (i2 ; J2) " ' '  (i, ra ; Jm)) 
appearing in (2), for each k, 1 <-- k <~ m, let Gk be the subset made up 
of members a of Go that exhibit at least the interferences (i~ ; ix), (/'2 ; J2), 
.... (it ;Jk). 
THEOREM 5. For each k, 1 ~< k --< m, Gk is a subgroup of G~_I. 
PROOF: Induction on k. 
Now let hk be the index of Gk in Gk_~ for each k, 1 --< k --< m. 
THEOREM 6. 
N((il ;jx) (i2 ; jz) " "  (in ; Jm)) = bxb2 " "  bn/hah2 "'" hm. (3) 
PROOF: Induction. 
4. Graph-theoretic onsiderations, completing the derivation. In Theo- 
rem 6 we restricted our attention to the evaluation of a single typical 
term (3) appearing in (2). In the present section we restrict our attention 
even more narrowly, to the evaluation of a single typical index hk appear- 
ing in (3). Thus the value of k and the interferences (il ; Jl), (i2 ; J~), ..., 
(ik ; Jk) will be considered fixed throughout the present section. 
A general expression for hk is eventually given in Theorem 8, but a 
substantial amount of preparation is required before Theorem 8 can be 
proved, or even stated. We use concepts from the theory of linear graphs, 
following the terminology (but not the notation) of Busacker and 
Saaty [1]. 
Let us construct an undirected graph H to serve as a model for the 
system of constraints imposed on a by the k -- 1 interferences 
(h ; J l) ,  (is ; j~) . . . . .  (i~_1 ; Jk -0 .  
Let H have n vertices; call the set of vertices of H 
B= {Qi : i=  l ,2  ..... n}, 
and let us put B into one-to-one correspondence with the set of n compo- 
nents of the fixed n-tuple h, and simultaneously into one-to-one corres- 
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pondence with the set of n components of the variable n-tuple a, by 
associating Qr with bl and with ai for each i, i = 1, 2 .... , n. In conformity 
with this correspondence, l t H have k -  1 edges, chosen so that 
QiQ~(~ QjQO is an (undirected) edge of H if and only if (i ; j) is one of 
the k -- 1 interferences (il ; Jl), (i2 ; J2) .... , (ik_a ; j~_a). Two vertices Qi 
and Q~ will be said to be joined by a simple chain progression (abbreviat- 
ed scp) C~ QiQ~Q~'"Q~Qj  if Q i ,Q~,Q~, . . . ,Qz ,Q j  are distinct 
vertices and if QiQ~, Q~Q~ ..... Q~Qj are edges chosen from among the 
k - 1 edges of H. If Qi and Qj are joined by such a scp C, let 
d(C) = d(ice ... z j )  = (bi , b~ , b . . . . . .  b~ , bj) , 
where bi, be, b,, . . . ,  bz, b 5 are the components of b corresponding, 
respectively, to the vertices Qi, Q~, Qe ..... Qz, Qj of B. 
Now we define a relation R with domain Go and with range the class 
of all subsets of B. 
DEFINITION. A member a of Go will be said to be R-related to a subset A 
of B, in symbols aRA, if and only if, for every pair {Qi, Q~'} of distinct 
members of A, and for every scp C joining Q~ and Q3 (C not confined to 
A, but the edges of C confined to those of H), ai ~ aj mod d(C), where 
a~ and a~ correspond, respectively, to Qi and Q~ under the correspondence 
between components and vertices. 
If A = {Q~, Qj .... , Q~} is a proper subset of B, we notice that the 
truth or falsity of aRA is determined as soon as numerical values of the 
components ai, aj ,  ..., a,, of a are specified; that is, if a x and a z are two 
members of Go such that a i l=  a~ 2, a j~= aj 2 ..... a~ 1-~ az 2, then the 
statements alRA and a2RA are both true or both false. 
THEOREM 7. Let A ~ {Q~, Q~ ..... Qz} be a non-empty proper subset 
of B. If numerical values of a~, aj., ..., az have been chosen so that aRA, 
then numerical values for the remaining components of a can be chosen 
so that aRB. 
PROOF: In order to simplify notation, we shall prove the theorem for a 
subset A of the specific form At-1 ---- {QI, Q2, ..., Qt-1}, where 2 ~ t 
n. This restriction involves no loss of generality, because any non- 
empty proper subset A of B can be brought into the form At-1 for some t 
by an appropriate relabeling of indices; it is understood that, in order to 
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preserve the correspondence between components and vertices, the same 
relabeling is applied simultaneously to the components of  a and of 6 
and to the indices appearing in the symbols (i ; j )  defining the edges of H. 
Thus the relabeling is purely a matter of notational convenience; in 
particular, we are still dealing with the same fixed set of k -  1 interfer- 
ences, and with the same fixed graph H. 
We notice further that the truth of the theorem will follow if, for arbi- 
trary t, 2 _< t ~< n, we demonstrate the possibility of a single inductive 
step; that is, if we show that, when numerical values of a l ,  as . . . .  , at_l 
have been chosen so that aRAt_~, then a numerical value for at can be 
chosen so that aRAt .  
Thus fix t and suppose that numerical values of ax, as,  ..., at-1 have 
been chosen so that aRAt_~. Let the number  of scp 's  in H joining Q, 
and Q~ be qi ,  i = 1, 2, ..., t - 1. Then aRAt if at can be chosen to 
satisfy the following system of u = q~ § q2 § " '"  § qt-~ congruences: 
at -=-a imodd(C~) ;  p= 1,2 ..... q i ;  i=  1,2 .... , t - -  1; (4) 
where Ct~ is the p-th of the qi scp's joining Qt and Qi .  I f  u = 0, then no 
restriction is imposed on at ,  and it suffices to take at = 0. I f  u = 1, it 
suffices to choose at to satisfy a single congruence (4); this can be done 
because d(C~) < bt.  I f  u >~ 2, then, by Theorem 1, at can be chosen to 
satisfy the system (4) provided a l ,  as . . . . .  at_~ satisfy the following 
system of congruences: 
ai ~ a3. mod (d(C~), d(C~));  (5) 
wherep= 1 ,2  ..... q i ;  r=  1 ,2 , . . . ,q~; i , j=  1,2 ..... t - -  1. 
Some of the congruences appearing in (5) may be trivial; let us dispose 
of them first. I f  q~ ~ 2 for some i, then there exists a pair of  congruences 
in (4) both of the form at =-- a~, though with possibly different moduli, 
and the congruence of the system (5) corresponding to such a pair is of 
the form ai ~-- a~, which holds to any modulus. 
Having disposed of the trivial cases, let us seek to establish an arbi- 
trarily chosen congruence of the system (5), with i =/= j. Having chosen 
one of the congruences, we may omit the superscripts p and r in the 
symbols for the two scp's involved. F rom the existence of the scp's Cti 
and Ct~ it follows (see [1, p. 12, exercises 1-5 and 1-2]) that there exists 
a sop, say Ci~, joining Q~ and Qj.  
Now the chosen congruence of the system (5) asserts that a~ - a s 
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is divisible by (d(CtO, d(Ct~)). But this congruence does, in fact, hold, 
for the hypothesis that aRA t-~ assures that ai -- a3 is divisible by d(Ci3); 
then d(C~j), in turn, is divisible by (d(CtO, d(Cts)) since (if C~3- is cons- 
tructed by the method of [1, p. 271]) the bp appearing in d(Ci3) are a 
subset of those appearing in (d(CtO, d(Ctj)).  
Thus the whole system of congruences (5) holds, so the congruences 
of the system (4) have a common solution at 9 Since each of the u moduli 
in the system (4) divides bt, so does their least common multiple, and 
Theorem 1 then assures us that at can be chosen in the interval 0 =< at 
b t . This completes the proof of Theorem 7. 
Now consider the interference (is ; j~). Let the vertices Q~k and Q& be 
joined (still in the fixed graph having only k -- 1 edges) by exactly q 
scp's C1, C2 .... , Cq. We define a positive integer fk as follows. I f  q = 0, 
let fk = 1. I f  q > 0 and C~ ~ QikQ~Q~ "'" Q,Qsk, let 
dr = d(Cr) = d(ikce " "  zj~) = (bik , be, be, "., bz , b~k), 
where bi~, be, be, . . . ,  bz ,  bjk correspond, respectively, to 
Qi~, Qe,  Qe . . . .  , Qz ,  Q& 
under the correspondence between components and vertices, and let 
f~ = [dl , d2 , ..., dql. 
THEOREM 8. The value of the index hk of Gk in Gk_~ is 
h~ = d( ik j~)/ f  ~. (6) 
PROOF: The subgroup Gk induces a decomposition of Gk_~ into hk 
cosets of equal size. Two members aI and a ~ of Gk_ 1 belong to the same 
coset relative to G~ if and only if their difference is in Gk, or, equivalently, 
if and only if 
a~ k -- a~ ~ a~k -- a~k mod d(ikj~), 
a ~- and a 2- that is, if and only if al~ --  ~ -- a~k belong to the same residue 
class modulo d(ikj~). 
Among the residues of aik -- a3~ modulo d(ikjk) for the various mem- 
bers a of Gk-1, there is some least positive residue g~ unless ai~ -- a& ~ 0 
rood d(i~j~) for all a in G~_I, in which case Gk = Gk_t and we take 
gk = d(ik]k). In either case, by the closure property of the group Gk_l, 
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there is a coset corresponding to each of the residues 0, gk, 2g~ ..... 
d(ikjk) -- g~, and only to these, for the existence of a member a of  Gk_l 
for which division of aik -- aj~ by gk left a positive remainder would show 
that remainder to be a smaller residue than gk, contradicting the defi- 
nition of g~. Therefore hk = d(ikjk)/gk 9 
We shall prove that the positive integer fk defined just before the state- 
ment of  the theorem divides aik -- a3~ for every a in Gk_l, and it will 
follow that f~ divides the least positive residue gk 9 We shall prove also 
that a~ -- a~ ~ fk mod d(ikj~) for some a ~ in G~_I , and it will follow, 
as we have just seen, that fk must be a multiple of  the least positive resi- 
due g~. From the mutual divisibility of  the positive integers fk and gk 
it will then follow that fk = g~, and hence that (6) holds. 
I f  q = 0, then fk = 1, which divides a~ -- a~k for every a in Gk_l. 
I f  q > 0, then, along any scp Cr, aik -- a~ may be decomposed as 
a~ -- a~ = (a~ -- ae) + (a~ -- ae) -}- "'" q- (az -- a~), 
and since, for a in G~-I,  each term a,  -- a~ in this sum is divisible by 
d(uu), we have that a i~-  a~ is divisible by 
(d(i~c), d(ce) ..... d(z jk))  = dr. 
Since aik -- a3~ is thus divisible by dr for each scp Cr, a~ -- a~k is divisible 
by the least common multiple of the dr, namely, fk .  
To construct a ~ notice first that bi~ is divisible by each dr, hence by 
their least common multiple fk (or by f~ = 1 if q = 0). Then fk < bik. 
Let a~ = fk if fk < b~ k , and let a~ = 0 if fk = b~k ," let a ~ = 0. Then 
a~ k -- a~ ~ fk mod d(i~jk) in either of  the possible cases forfk ; iff~ < bik, 
the congruence holds as an equality, and iffk = bik, the congruence holds 
because a~ a~ = 0 and because d(ikjk) divides bik 3k 
It remains to choose the remaining components of a ~ so as to assure 
that a ~ belongs to Gk-1. Let A = {Q~k, Q~'k}" Then a~ if q = 0, 
the relation holds vacuously and, if q > 0, it holds because fk (or zero 
iffk = bi~) is divisible by every dr. In either case, according to Theorem 
7 the remaining components of  a ~ can then be chosen so that a~ This 
is a sufficient condition for a ~ to belong to Gk-1, for the relation a~ 
which imposes for every scp C in H joining vertices Qi and Q3 of B the 
condition that aft ~ aft mod d(C), imposes the condition in particular 
for the k -- 1 scp's each consisting of a single edge; and the conditions 
for these k -- 1 scp's specialize precisely to the k - 1 conditions 
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a~ ~ a~ mod d(i~jv), p ~ 1, 2 . . . . .  k -- 1, 
assuring that a ~ belongs to Gk_i 9 This completes the proo f  of  Theorem 8. 
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